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Sermon                     Sunday 22 September 2013 

 

 

Lessons  Jeremiah 8: 18 - 9: 1 1Timothy 2: 1 - 7 St Luke 16: 1 - 13 

 

 

Prayer of Illumination 

 

Let us pray. 

 

Compose the busyness and turmoil of our thoughts, and still our unquiet hearts:  so that we 

may know You are God, in our midst, silently.   Amen. 

 

 

 

The Parable of the Unjust Steward is the most problematic parable of them all.   

In the Good News Bible the parable comes under the heading of The Shrewd 

Manager.   The parable appears only in the Gospel of St Luke and, after two 

thousand years of exegesis, there is no scholarly agreement on what the parable 

means.   Academics among you may feel that there is nothing new in that, but it 

is quite something that there is no consensus or overwhelming body of opinion 

in one direction or another.   What is Jesus saying to us? 

 

In the parable, there is a rich man, the master of the house, who employs a 

steward or manager to oversee his business affairs.   The master learns that the 

steward has been wasting money and mismanaging the estate.   The rich man 

calls in the steward, instructs him to make up a complete account of his 

dealings, and then leave.   In response, the steward, worried that he can neither 

dig nor beg for a living, decides, it seems, to ingratiate himself to those with 

whom he had done business on behalf of his master.   So, he calls those who are 
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owing money to the master of the house but, in making up their accounts, he 

gets them to underestimate what they are owe.   Those owing money are happy 

because one hundred barrels of olive oil becomes fifty and a thousand sacks of 

wheat become eight hundred.   Those owing money are happy and the unjust 

steward is happy because those owing money will now help him and give him a 

place to live.   Despite having just done his master out of even more money, 

Jesus, it seems, commends the unjust steward for his shrewdness and says if 

only the children of light were as shrewd as this!   What does He mean?   Has 

something been lost in this parable with the passage of time? 

 

At verse 9, as if we didn't already have enough problems, Jesus says, 'Make 

friends with worldly wealth, so that when it gives out, you will be welcomed in 

the eternal home.'   What does that mean?   Finally, at verse 13, in the Good 

News Bible, we read: 

 

  No servant cane be the slave of two masters; he will hate one 

  and love the other; he will be loyal to one and despise the other. 

  You cannot serve both God and money. 

 

I'm sorely tempted to stop at this point and say, 'Discuss!'   Is Jesus 

commending shrewdness, which here appears to be dishonesty?   Is He 

commending such a practice to the children of light?   What does He means 

when He says we are to 'make friends' with worldly wealth in order that, one 

day, we will enter into our eternal home?   And, how does this seemingly 
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tortured and twisted parable end with the maxim, 'You cannot serve both God 

and money.'   Let me say again that there is no broad agreement on what this 

parable means.   What does this parable mean for us in our life?    

 

At the end of chapter 14, just over the page, Jesus tells the story of a king who, 

with ten thousand men, comes against a king with twenty thousand men.   While 

still far off, says Jesus, the first king sends a messenger to ask for terms of 

peace.   That's a shrewd move.   Jesus again commends shrewdness.   

Elsewhere, Jesus tells His disciples to be wise as serpents and harmless as 

doves.   Shrewdness and hard-headed wisdom are not to be maligned or 

avoided.   Jesus said, 'If only the children of light would be so shrewd!'   After 

six and a half minutes of this sermon we can say that wisdom, clarity of thought 

and shrewdness are commended by Jesus, not just in our dealing with the world 

but also in the church and in the spiritual life too. 

 

What of the apparent injustice of the steward or manager in writing down the 

amounts owed to the rich man, the master?   How can such dishonesty be 

commended by Jesus?   Is it dishonesty?   Remember the story of Zacchaeus, 

the tax collector who climbed the sycamore tree to get a glimpse of Jesus as He 

passed by.   When Jesus offered to stay in the home of Zacchaeus, many people 

protested but the tax collector said, 'Listen, Lord.   I will give half my 

belongings to the poor, and if I have cheated anyone, I will pay him back 
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fourfold.'   Is it possible that, in writing down the debts owed, the steward was 

charging the correct amounts and that the original, higher amounts were 

excessive and the means by which the steward had been lining his own pockets?   

Is the steward's shrewdness, in fact, honesty?   He may ingratiate himself with 

the debtors but he has changed the values by which he will now live, albeit that 

he was only able to do that once he had hit rock bottom, once his life had fallen 

apart, losing his job, home and reputation.    

 

Based on the commercial practice of the day, one scholar suggests that the 

steward's crime is usury; in other words, charging interest on loans.   In the 

parable, the sums involved are colossal:  they work out at eight hundred gallons 

of oil and over a thousand bushels of wheat.   It is suggested that, in order to 

conceal these loans, the money and interest are represented as oil and wheat.   

The marked down values maybe the loans without interest.   Usury, lending 

money on interest, was a sin, an abomination.   It had been despised since the 

days of Moses.   Usurers could not serve as a judge or give evidence in court; 

their trade was comparable to the shedding of blood.   In the Jewish Talmud, in 

life after death, the righteous return to the Garden of Eden while the wicked, 

those who extorted money, 'will bite their flesh with their teeth.'   The practice 

of usury  was seen as a breach of the covenant with God.   The problem was that 

interest payments could be excessive and disproportionate and reduce 

neighbours, brothers and sisters, to poverty.   It is not for nothing that the 
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Archbishop of Canterbury has publicly attacked the payday loans company, 

WONGA.   The prohibition on charging interest was the explicit ethical position 

in the West from the day of Jesus through 1500 years to the Reformation.   It 

was Luther and especially Calvin who, desperate to enlist the support of the 

commerce-driven bourgeoisie, came to justify the charging of interest.   Is the 

Parable of the Unjust Steward, at least at one level, about the crime of usury?    

 

Let me draw this sermon, this biblical reflection, to a close.   Jesus talks about 

shrewdness, clarity of thought and wisdom.   He encourages and calls the 

children of light to apply themselves in the same manner.   Children of light are 

children of peace.   In 1 Timothy, the writer commends that we lead a quiet and 

peaceable life, in all godliness and reverence.   In the Book of Jeremiah, the 

prophet mourns because the people are committed to idols, absorbed in the 

treasures and mindset set of this world.   The concluding sentence of our Gospel 

lesson is, 'You cannot serve both God and money.'   Money is better translated 

as mammon, which means more than money.   It means this whole material life 

and world.   Looking around at the religious of His day and the wider society, 

Jesus saw that the central concern of people was a material concern.   He said, 

'Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust 

consume....Where your treasure is, there your heart is also.'   The heart is the 

self at its deepest level.    
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The Jesus scholar, Marcus Borg, says that Jesus teaches 'the narrow way'.   It is 

a radical centring of oneself in God.   Borg says this is the foundation of 

Judaism.   When Jesus is asked what is the greatest commandment, He quotes 

the Shema from the Book of Deuteronomy:   'You shall love the Lord your God 

with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all 

your strength.'   Borg says we must not water it down or get distracted and 

wander off:  we must stop here and take it in.   Jesus says, 'You cannot serve 

God and mammon.'   Sometimes it is only when, like the steward, we endure a 

crisis in our life that we see the world in a different light, that we radically re-

evaluate what is important to us and what our priorities are.   At its best, money 

buys us time to spend with those we love, parents, siblings, spouse, children and 

friends.    

 

The Parable of the Unjust Steward, I believe, is about the new-found 

perspective of the steward on what is of eternal value.   The mystics, from 

whom we can learn so much, encourage us towards greater intimacy and unity 

in God.   Jesus spoke of Himself as the vine and ourselves as the branches and 

the union of the Father with the Son and with the disciples:  'the Father is in Me 

and I am in you.'   St Paul spoke of being 'in Christ' and said, 'the life of Christ 

who lives in Me.'   In Romans, Corinthians, Galatians and Philippians, Paul 

spoke of the Spirit of Christ, who is sent to dwell in the hearts of the faithful, in 

the deepest self.   Drawing on the erotic imagery of the Song of Songs, the early 
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Church Fathers, Origen and Ambrose said that the goal of the Christian life is 

the union of spirits between God and the human soul.   Gregory of Nyssa spoke 

of 'eternal straining forward' into God and that the message of the Bible is the 

marriage or mingling of the human soul with God.   A thousand years later John 

of the Cross spoke of betrothal and spiritual marriage.    

 

I believe that Jesus calls us to treasure the things of the mind and the soul, to 

cultivate our love affair with God and to honour the life in others:  in those 

whom we love and in our neighbours.   We are called to treat others with 

respect - in all our dealings with them.   A difficult passage of Scripture this 

morning but fertile and worthwhile, and no doubt there is more that can be said. 

 

Amen. 

 


